PICTUREit
Design - Design your glass

DESCRIPTION
PICTUREit is a versatile and reliable support for the expression of one’s sense of aesthetics and for the communication
visual messages.

RANGE
Picture- It is glass with a printing on one side. The printing process uses high- temperature fired enamel. Using this
technique, it is possible to print permanent designs, photographs and text onto all types of glass. No limits to the
creation of customised designs in colour. Traditional glazed products can now incorporate the high quality printing of
logos, signs, images and designs.
PICTUREit is always available in toughened glass and can be laminated with hard- coated glass in insualting glass unit.
The value of g factor is calculated for each glass package design (please contact technical support).
Glass substrates
Designs and Images
Glass thickness
Glass dimension
Minimum glass
dimension
Printing resolution
Colors

clear & extra- clear glass, pattern glass, coated glasses, satinated
glass…
Images, design, shapes, pattern, text from digital file source
3 - 19 mm
2,400 mm x 4,500 mm (up to 3,200 mm x 18,000 mm on request*)
100 mm x 280 mm (smaller on request*)
up to 720 dpi
all colors in standard, metallic silver, gold and satin effect on
request*

*contact the refered sales person to your area by clicking here.

PRODUCT APPLICATION
Any glass application can be enhanced with digital printing. PictureIt is designing all applications with long lasting colors
and magnify color, graphic and picture. The possibilities for application of digital printed glasses are endless. Give your
creativity free rein, whether if high- end interior design, colorful eye- catchers on facades or individual pictures for your
own four walls.

Indoor:
Partitions & Doors
Stair, Floors and tiles
Shower, Splashback
On Mirrors
Photo printing & Art
Wall cladding
Signage
Table Tops
Thinks top
Outdoor:
Facades
Roof and skylite
Spandrels and slimwall
Stained glass
Signage
Street display
Wall cladding
Mimic PV Pattern

ADVANTAGE
long- lasting colored design
combinable with all Saint- Gobain Building Glass products
all inks are free of heavy metals
adapted range of colors and effects
multilayer printing possible PICTUREit TwinView
finer surface compared to screen printing
convenient for small and larger series
photographs, texts and much more as permanent designs on brilliant glass
highly scratch and abrasion- resistant: enamels glazed on the skin of glass
permanent of enameled color even in humidity conditions
tempered or heat strenghened glass

tempered or heat strenghened glass
UV and light resistance
Picture it brochure

